Justin Timberlake - Like I Love You

[Music notation]

[kich]= K followed by 'sh' sound in German 'ich'

A

Listen!

B

I kind of noticed, then one night,
If you smile then that should set the tone,
If chm you chu ku chm then that chm chu ku chm just be
If chm you chu ku chm then that chm should chu ku chm the tone,
If you smile then that should set the tone, chm chu ku chm

in your col-our-ful face,
It's kind of weird to me

since you're so fine,
If it's up to me your face'll change.

It's kind of weird to me

bahm tu kich pbh dm pbh kich
bah dm kich du ku dm pbh kich

bahm tu kich pbh dm pbh kich
bah dm kich du ku dm pbh kich
bah dm kich du ku dm pbh kich
"If you let go the music should groove your bones,"

exaggerated vowels (synthesiser effect)

"Ah, oh"

"That's what makes me"

"Ain't no body love you like I love you."

You're a good girl and that's what makes me
trust you chu ku chm Late at night I talk to you! hey yeah

wiww - - - iu - - -
chu ku chm Late at night I talk to you! chm hey yeah

trust you Hoi! chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm

bah dm kich du ku dm pbh kich bah dm kich du ku dm pbh kich

You would know the difference when I touch ya

You would know the difference when I touch ya Yeah.

bahm tu kich chu ku tu chu ku tu chm bah dm kich du ku dm pbh kich

bah dm kich du ku dm - pbh kich-pbh bah dm kich du ku dm pbh kich
If you give me that woo

If you give me that chance__

voice breaks upwards very laid back rhythm

I just wanna love you babe, chm pbh kich yeah, yeah, yeah.

the night away do do do do do girl, voice breaks downwards

the night chm pbh kich chm pbh kh pbh chm chm chm

dom ka bm dom dom dm pbh kich hm__ pbh kich

bahm tu kich pbh chu ku tu chu ku tu chm bah dm kich du ku dmpbh kich bah dm kich du ku dmpbh kich

chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm

chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm

baum tu kich pbh chu ku tu chu ku tu chm bah dm kich du ku dmpbh kich bah dm kich du ku dmpbh kich

chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm

chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm

chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm

chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm

chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm chm chu ku chm
chm
I just wanna love

chm
Maybe we'll fly the night away

chm
May be we'll fly the night away

DS al coda
(from bar after D, with repeats)

to Coda

chm

chm

chm

bap bap ba dap bap bap ba dap

bap bap ba dap bap bap ba dap

bap bap ba dap bap bap ba dap

girl.